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Tempo di Valse.

We've all been girls and boys,
The game of love makes me glad.

We've all played games with toys;
Sometimes it makes others sad;
The old nicknames

in school yard games,
love finds a way,
A sweetheart tho' I've never had.
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But as we older grow,
I have seen young lovers spoon,
Those games are watched by the man in the moon.
How happy I'd be all too slow.

With cupids darts, its the game of love we want to know.
Will you teach me, its the game of love we all learn soon.

CHORUS.
I don't know much about it, but really I'm willing to
try. I don't know much about the game, But then between you and I, Now you could be the teacher. And tell me of Cupid above, And I'd be a very abst pupil,

1. In the game of love. I love.
To the End of the World With You

By Dave Reed, Geo. Graff, Jr., and Ernest R. Ball

Writers of

Love Me and the World
is Mine

As Long as the World
Rolls On

Etc., Etc.

This song has all the characteristics of success in its construction. The subject is one that cannot help but appeal to everyone and has been beautifully handled by the authors.

Published in Four Keys

A, C to E. B, D to F. C, E to G. D, F# to A.
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